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Modify the Re-Defined: Strategic Human Resource Development 

Maturity at a Crossroads 

 

 

Abstract 

This integrative literature review reports on strategic human resource development (SHRD) 

models that examine the strategic embeddedness of HRD (SHRD maturity) in organizations. 

A review and critique of all existing SHRD models is provided, exemplifying their limitations 

and building upon their strengths to inform a modified SHRD framework. The latter suggests 

an enhanced set of strategic components to assess SHRD maturity. This paper further outlines 

how SHRD aspirations can be practiced within complex, dynamic, and continually changing 

business and economic environments. The SHRD literature is advanced by new insights on 

how HRD scholars and practitioners could assess and enhance the maturity of their HRD 

interventions in the context of constantly changing (dynamic) environments. The modified 

SHRD framework further contributes to the academic literature with its enhanced set of 

strategic characteristics, as well as with its SHRD pointers, all of which can offer a better 

evaluation of SHRD maturity during periods of business and economic complexity and 

uncertainty. 
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Introduction 

The mainstream literature highlights the strategic significance of human resource development 

(HRD) as a fundamental tool for enhancing workforce capabilities, knowledge, efficiency, and 

adaptability (Garavan et al., 2016; Alagaraja, 2013a, 2013b; Gibb, 2011; Garavan, 2007). 

However, many HRD professionals fail to demonstrate the value proposition of their 

department (O’Donovan & Rimland-Flower, 2013). In addition, the unfavorable conditions 

brought about by the global financial crisis (early 2007 onwards) altered the practice of HRD 

in many organizations, by further challenging its value-added capacity as well as questioning 

its strategic focus (Sung and Choi, 2013; Wang et al., 2009). 

In response to the above, several strategic human resource development (SHRD) models 

have been proposed to assess the strategic embeddedness of HRD in organizations (Garavan, 

2007; Robinson & Robinson, 2005; Boudreau & Ramstad, 2004; Gilley & Gilley, 2003; Becker 

et al., 2001; Gilley & Maycunich, 2000a, 2000b; McCracken & Wallace 2000a, 2000b; Ulrich, 

1998; Pfeffer, 1998; Lee, 1996a, 1996b; Garavan, 1991). However, their major limitation 

relates to their application and operationalization within ‘static’ business and economic 

environments. Therefore, all of these models fail to reflect how organizations manage their 

HRD practices within complex, dynamic, and constantly changing business and economic 

contexts. Furthermore, following the evolving nature of the HRD concept, emerging research 

should reflect ongoing business and economic complexities to enable organizations to re-

design and deliver their HRD interventions more strategically in order to gain sustainable 

competitive advantage. Thus, the author suggests a modified SHRD framework (figure 3). 

The modified SHRD framework builds upon and enhances the most cited and most 

comprehensive SHRD model (that of McCracken & Wallace, 2000a, 2000b). A new cluster of 

strategic criteria serves as a tool to assess SHRD maturity better, further complemented by 

specific pointers for each of the strategic components. The modified SHRD framework will 
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help HRD scholars and practitioners in identifying the potential problems and limitations of 

putting SHRD aspirations into practice under periods of business and economic uncertainty 

and complexity. Furthermore, it could set the foundational points for future research on SHRD 

maturity by testing its applicability and operationalization both within the context of dynamic 

environments, as well as within different national, industrial, and environmental contexts. 

 

Methodology 

This integrative literature review offers a critical evaluation of the SHRD literature relating to 

SHRD models. The modified SHRD framework (and its enhanced set of strategic components) 

was highly informed by the strategic propositions offered by existing SHRD models to better 

assess SHRD maturity. Additionally, the author offers specific SHRD pointers to support each 

respective strategic criterion of the modified SHRD framework. 

To serve the purpose of this integrative literature review, various research articles, books, 

dissertations, and conference papers that inform the academic knowledge of SHRD maturity 

were reviewed. Databases such as Google Scholar, Web of Science, JStor, EBSCO library, 

British Library EThOS, and Science Direct were accessed. To identify the most relevant 

articles, ABS-ranked journals were used, including Human Resource Development Review, 

HRD International, HRD Quarterly, Advances in Human Resource Development, Journal of 

European Industrial Training, European Journal of Training and Development, Advances in 

Developing Human Resources, and International Journal of Training and Development. 

Finally, several HRD books were also reviewed and found to offer relevant points. The 

literature review was limited only to those sources featuring one or more of the chosen 

keywords within their abstract, main body, or title, as well as being published in English in 

various academic journals or included in books. 

The inclusion criteria for the articles, books, dissertations, and conference papers for review, 
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from those databases that were assessed, comprised key search terms such as ‘strategic human 

resource development,’ ‘SHRD models’, ‘SHRD maturity’, ‘strategic embeddedness of HRD’, 

‘strategic characteristics of HRD’, and ‘Strategic Business Partner’. Garavan (1991) 

developed the first SHRD model, so the inclusion criteria were also informed by the year of 

publication, as well as the country where the research was conducted. Thus, a data search 

timeframe was set (January 1990 to September 2018) to allow consideration of all work 

published within this period. The search returned many articles and books, the vast majority of 

which were published in the US and the UK (with a few in other countries, e.g., Ireland, 

Greece). Approximately a hundred (100) outputs were reviewed in total. However, only twenty 

(20) of these were used (Appendix 1). Precisely, ten (10) journal articles were identified, along 

with eight (8) books, one (1) conference paper, and one (1) Ph.D. thesis, all of which directly 

referred to the key search terms mentioned above. All other search results, without a primary 

focus on the key search terms, were excluded; thus, leading to the exclusion of 80 records. 

However, some of these were considered later to support part of the strategic propositions of 

the existing SHRD models or of those that were offered by the modified SHRD framework. 

All relevant points were grouped into specific key themes in line with the strategic 

components of the existing SHRD models, and with those that were proposed by the modified 

SHRD framework. Indirect points were also arranged according to their degree of relevance to 

those strategic characteristics. Overall, all points outlined the complexity that could be attached 

to the notion of SHRD maturity, especially in the context of dynamic environments. A 

thoughtful review of all relevant material allowed the author to develop a modified SHRD 

framework. 

The following section (divided into sub-sections) will offer a review and critique of all 

existing SHRD models by highlighting their strengths and weaknesses, and exemplifying how 

these have informed the modified SHRD framework.  
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Existing SHRD maturity models: review and critique 

The extant literature offers many SHRD models (table 1), all of which propose a set of 

characteristics to assess the strategic embeddedness of HRD in organizations. All SHRD 

models (14 in total; table 1, and figures 1 & 2) outline the way in which HRD could enhance 

its strategic focus using the available evidence with respect to their strategic criteria (Garavan, 

2007; Robinson & Robinson, 2005; Boudreau & Ramstad, 2004; Gilley & Gilley, 2003; Becker 

et al., 2001; Gilley & Maycunich, 2000a, 2000b; McCracken & Wallace 2000a, 2000b; Ulrich, 

1998; Pfeffer, 1998; Lee, 1996a, 1996b; Garavan, 1991). A review of their respective SHRD 

propositions is offered in the following sub-sections, along with identifying their strong and 

weak points, all of which informed the modified SHRD framework. 

 

 
Table 1: Existing SHRD models. 
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Table 1: Existing SHRD models (continued). 
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SHRD Propositions – Garavan (1991) 

Garavan (1991) was amongst the first to develop an SHRD model (table 1), which consisted 

nine key strategic criteria describing SHRD maturity. The author further argued that HRD 

should be either vertically or horizontally integrated with corporate objectives. This is indeed 

a vital suggestion that could offer an indication of an HRD strategic approach through matching 

its objectives with the organization’s objectives (horizontal), as well as with those of HRM 

(vertical). However, rather than focusing solely either on vertical or horizontal integration, 

external and internal integration should also be considered in order to place HRD at the axis of 

an organization’s life. Thus, multi-dimensional integration should be suggested instead. 

The modified SHRD framework developed in this work embraces Garavan’s (1991) 

suggestion by welcoming both vertical (HRD with HRM) and horizontal (HRD with corporate 

objectives/strategy) integration. To support these further, both internal (e.g., HRD with other 

business operations) and external integration (through ‘environmentally integrated’ HRD 

strategies, plans, and policies, as suggested by the modified SHRD framework) are suggested, 

which could enable HRD professionals to ensure constant evaluation of the existent 

uncertainties and complexities within both the micro- and macro-environmental contexts. 

Therefore, the multi-dimensional integration that the modified SHRD framework suggests can 

enhance the strategic outlook of HRD, and the value proposition of its professionals, by 

allowing them to better reflect the complex and dynamic nature of the contemporary business 

world. 

Finally, after Garavan’s (1991) model was tested within specific national and industrial 

contexts, the author offered a universalistic perspective of HRD by implying that his 

suggestions could apply in other similar contexts. However, practical difficulties could emerge 

by generalizing ethnocentric approaches, such as the best way to conduct research and report 

findings (Cooke, 2018). 
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SHRD Propositions – Torraco and Swanson (1995) 

Following the development of the SHRD literature, Torraco and Swanson (1995) suggested 

three distinctive criteria that could enhance the strategic outlook of HRD (table 1). Thus, the 

authors argued that in order to talk about SHRD, this should be able to shape business strategy 

by being performance oriented; by utilizing employee expertise; and by demonstrating strategic 

capabilities. Indeed, these propositions are meaningful and profoundly informed the modified 

SHRD framework proposed in this work. 

For instance, the proposition of utilizing employee expertise is embraced by two strategic 

components of the modified SHRD framework, namely the “environmental scanning, in HRD 

terms, by including senior managers, line managers (LMs) and employees”, and the “strategic 

partnerships with key organizational stakeholders (LMs, top management, employees)”. Both 

criteria suggest that employees’ input could prove valuable as they could offer valuable insights 

into all aspects of the business. Additionally, the strategic capabilities are closely related to the 

proposition of viewing HRD as a strategic business partner in organizations. However, instead 

of having HRD performance oriented, it would be better to focus on it attaining a strategic 

business partnering role in organizations, through which performative outcomes could also 

emerge, which is a key suggestion offered by the modified SHRD framework. 

 

SHRD Propositions – Lee (1996a, 1996b) 

A significant contribution to the SHRD knowledge was made by Lee (1996a, 1996b), who 

suggested a SHRD maturity scale (six layers) based on an organization’s training and 

development (T&D) approach. The author ranked T&D according to its strategic integration 

with corporate strategy; thus, moving from the bottom level to the upper levels, organizations 

become more mature in HRD terms (figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Scale of training maturity (Adapted from Lee, 1996b) 

 

However, the author’s sole focus on the sophistication of training (“the degree of their 

strategic integration with the corporate strategy”) received extensive criticism as the volume 

of training itself cannot provide much evidence for classifying an organization as either SHRD 

mature or immature. The scale further neglects other important HRD practices (e.g., change 

management, appraisals, evaluation, career planning) that could enhance HRD’s strategic 

outlook (Pfeffer, 1998; Ulrich, 1998). Moreover, it is not clear how the intensity of training 

could support, explain, and associate with all the strategic criteria of those SHRD models that 

utilized this scale. Therefore, new pointers of SHRD maturity are suggested to complement 

and support the enhanced set of strategic components that were introduced by the modified 

SHRD framework developed in this work (table 2). 

 

SHRD Propositions – Pfeffer (1998) 

The SHRD literature was further enhanced by the contributions made by Pfeffer (1998) who 

argued that it is through the provision of greater HRD interventions that its effectiveness and 

contribution can be maximized (table 1). However, the author’s model does not outline the 

ways through which the maturity of HRD could be strengthened. The suggestion of 
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“encouraging change” could also prove to be quite problematic since not all change is 

necessarily strategic. 

Additionally, as with Garavan’s (1991) and Torraco and Swanson’s (1995) propositions, 

Pfeffer (1998) implied a short-term, financial-driven, and responsive HRD evaluation process. 

In contrast, the modified SHRD framework proposed in this work argues for a strategic-

oriented HRD evaluation process to be present through which both short- and long-term 

outcomes (e.g., learning transfer, societal outcomes, and return on investment) could emerge. 

Finally, all three models fail to explain the extent to which their strategic characteristics are 

equally weighted while assessing SHRD maturity, a proposition that is welcomed by the 

modified SHRD framework in an attempt to better assess SHRD maturity. 

 

SHRD Propositions – Ulrich (1998) 

Ulrich (1998) further argued that it is essential to consider the role of HRD professionals by 

describing them as ‘chief people officers’ (table 1). The author suggested that their role could 

be upgraded through sharing information and power with other organizational members, which 

in return could result in building trust amongst them. Indeed, this suggestion reflects the 

‘strategic partnership with key organizational stakeholders’ proposition that is offered by the 

modified SHRD framework. 

The “encouraging change” proposition is also meaningful, yet, as previously argued, not all 

change is necessarily strategic to inform the strategic outlook of HRD in organizations. Finally, 

the “measuring key drivers of success” proposition relates to the ‘emphasis on strategic HRD 

evaluation process’ strategic component of the modified SHRD framework. Once more, it is 

evident that the existing SHRD models can inform the modified SHRD framework through 

their respective propositions. 
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SHRD Propositions – McCracken and Wallace (2000a, 2000b) 

McCracken and Wallace’s (2000a, 2000b) SHRD model (table 1) aimed at advancing the 

SHRD maturity notion by initially re-defining the term as “strong evidence of the proposed 

SHRD characteristics” (p. 435). They further argued that all criteria should be strategically 

integrated and interrelated to promote the creation of a strong learning culture in organizations. 

The authors positioned HRD as the axis of an organization’s life by suggesting the use of both 

vertical and horizontal integration. However, the “HRD as the axis of an organization’s life” 

proposition could be strengthened through a multi-dimensional integration (e.g., vertical, 

horizontal, internal, and external), as suggested by the modified SHRD framework. Especially 

concerning internal and external integration, it could enable organizations (and their HRD 

professionals) to constantly evaluate both micro- and macro-environmental contexts, both of 

which could simultaneously hinder or expedite SHRD maturity in organizations. 

A limitation of this SHRD model also relates to its emphasis on a cost-effective HRD 

evaluation process, thus focusing on short-term financial business results and cost control. 

Instead, the modified SHRD framework argues that long-term strategic outcomes, such as 

individual and organizational change, transfer of training/learning to job contexts, and societal 

outcomes, could also be attained without being to the detriment of short-term results. Following 

such an approach, along with all the other presented criteria, HRD could attain an equal 

strategic business-partnering role in the organization, a proposition made by Robinson and 

Robinson (2005) and embraced by the modified SHRD framework. 

Overall, McCracken and Wallace’s (2000a, 2000b) SHRD model offers many interesting 

points (e.g., HRD’s ability to shape organizational missions and goals, strategic partnership 

with HRM, and active involvement of line managers), all of which have highly informed the 

respective criteria of the modified SHRD framework. Furthermore, McCracken and Wallace’s 

(2000a, 2000b) model is the most cited and most comprehensive model within the SHRD 
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literature, and that was why the author of the current paper decided to build upon and enhance 

their work through the modified SHRD framework. 

 

SHRD Propositions – Dwyer (2000) 

The propositions offered by Dwyer (2000, table 1) further informed the enhanced set of 

strategic components in the modified SHRD framework, but Dwyer’s (2000) propositions also 

received criticism. For instance, the author’s suggestion of “knowing the micro and macro-

economic political and social realities” as a key element to enhance the strategic outlook of 

HRD is closely associated with the ‘environmentally integrated HRD strategies, plans, and 

policies’ strategic component of the modified SHRD framework. In addition, the 

‘environmental scanning’ and the ‘strategic HRD evaluation’ criteria of the modified SHRD 

framework could address the author’s proposition of “investigating business needs and drive 

actions for business success”. 

However, in contrast to Dwyer’s (2000) proposition of achieving performative outcomes, 

either through a contingency (e.g. HRD to align with business strategy) or through a 

configurational perspective (e.g. HRD to align with HRM), the modified SHRD framework 

argues that a multi-dimensional integration could place HRD at the axis of an organization’s 

life, and thus to offer a better evaluation of the ongoing business and economic uncertainties. 

 

SHRD Propositions – Gilley and Maycunich (2000a, 2000b) 

Following the SHRD maturity discourse, Gilley and Maycunich (2000a) suggested that 

organizational performance, learning, and change could feature as critical components of 

SHRD maturity (table 1). The authors proposed a three-step process (analysis, the design of 

interventions, and evaluation) for measuring their effectiveness. However, these can be viewed 

as just common HRD practices, without truly enhancing SHRD maturity. The authors further 
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added three more elements (HRD transformation, leadership, and principles of SHRD) 

influencing those practices. However, they did not explain how to test the extent to which these 

elements, domains, and practices can help HRD in becoming strategic. Therefore, their model 

could be unpractical by not detailing how it could be operationalized. In addition, Gilley and 

Maycunich’s (2000a, 2000b) proposition of ‘driving change’ as an indication of the strategic 

outlook of HRD could be debated following an earlier suggestion that not all change is 

necessarily strategic. 

A few interesting suggestions offered by this particular SHRD model, either directly or 

indirectly informed some of the respective strategic components of the modified SHRD 

framework. For instance, HRD leadership was considered through suggesting an ‘extensive 

role of HRD executives’, while the proposition of analyzing and designing proactive HRD 

interventions was welcomed within the ‘environmentally integrated HRD strategies, plans and 

policies’ suggestion of the modified SHRD framework. 

 

SHRD Propositions – Becker, Huselid, and Ulrich (2001) 

Later, Becker et al. (2001) argued that for HRD to become strategic, it should “develop rigorous 

measurement systems” (table 1). Their proposition is meaningful and to some extent is 

incorporated by the ‘strategic HRD evaluation process’ of the modified SHRD framework. 

However, the authors’ end-point assumption (performative focus) restricts the ‘strategic 

business partnering role’ proposition of the modified SHRD framework, which suggests that 

through attaining a strategic business partner role in organizations, performative outcomes 

could also be achieved. 

Further to the above, this particular SHRD model/framework lacks consideration of all other 

factors and elements (as noted earlier) that could simultaneously influence the strategic outlook 

and maturity of HRD in organizations. 
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SHRD Propositions – Gilley and Gilley (2003) 

Gilley and Gilley (2003) refined SHRD maturity by suggesting a seven-step process through 

which organizations can enhance the strategic outlook of their HRD interventions (table 1). 

Although their model refers to specific HRD behaviors (shared vision, ownership, change 

management, leadership), which could be turned into particular objectives, their propositions 

do not indicate how these elements interrelate to exemplify how these behaviors are strategic 

rather than being merely reactive. Furthermore, the model emphasizes ‘driving change’ (not all 

change is strategic) whilst totally neglecting how HRD could attain an influential and proactive 

role in organizations through a strategic business partnering role. 

 

SHRD Propositions – Boudreau and Ramstad (2004) 

Boudreau and Ramstad (2004) also developed a framework (table 1), named the Human 

Capacity Bridge Framework, by suggesting a connection between its anchor points and linking 

elements. They argued that organizational success could only be achieved by identifying those 

areas in which talent management could have the most significant impact. However, although 

talent management could feature as a strategic element of HRD, it cannot constitute a sole 

strategic indicator of SHRD maturity. Thus, this framework could be described as being an 

incomplete tool for assessing SHRD maturity. 

 

SHRD Propositions – Robinson and Robinson (2005) 

Robinson and Robinson (2005) argued that HRD needs to reposition itself as a strategic 

business partner in organizations by performing three HRD accountabilities (table 1). The 

authors argued that if HRD could influence business strategies and direction by identifying and 

collaborating with both to support business projects, as well as through building client 

partnerships, then it can enhance its strategic outlook. The authors’ suggestion of HRD 
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becoming an equal strategic business partner in the organization was highly welcomed by the 

modified SHRD framework, along with the respective HRD accountabilities, by having those 

rephrased as ‘shaping organizational missions, goals, and strategies’, and ‘strategic 

partnerships with key stakeholders’, two key strategic propositions of the modified SHRD 

framework. 

 

SHRD Propositions – Garavan (2007) 

Lastly, Garavan (2007) proposed an SHRD model with a primary focus on achieving 

performative outcomes (figure 2). In brief, the model suggests an interrelation between its 

elements, namely the global environment (local, national, and multinational conditions), the 

profile of the HRD professionals, the organizational context, the organizational stakeholders, 

and the HRD focus, orientation, and strategies in place. Garavan (2007) argued that the 

interplay of all these elements could inform the strategic embeddedness of HRD in 

organizations. 
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Figure 2: Garavan’s (2007) SHRD model 

 

 

The model is almost faultless, yet its complex nature hinders the understanding of SHRD. 

Its extensive external and internal dimensions (24 in total) and their expected outcomes (14) 

make the model difficult to operationalize, especially considering the complex and dynamic 

nature of contemporary business. 

This model is amongst the two that account employees voice as a prerequisite element of 

the strategic maturity of HRD in organizations. The modified SHRD framework welcomes 

such a fundamental proposition through two strategic criteria, namely the ‘environmental 
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scanning, in HRD terms, through the inclusion of senior managers, line managers and 

employees’, and the ‘strategic partnerships with key organizational stakeholders’. 

 

Existing SHRD maturity models: concluding remarks 

Having reviewed existing SHRD models and outlined their strengths and weaknesses, it is 

easy to conclude that there are many suggestions as to how the strategic embeddedness of HRD 

could be enhanced. The ‘ups and downs’ of those SHRD models outline the complex nature 

surrounding the strategic embeddedness of HRD (SHRD maturity) in organizations. Such 

complexity could relate both with the application of those models in ‘static’ business 

environments, and results from the examination of the HRD concept from many different 

angles and contexts. Both result in identifying a contested territory concerning the 

understanding, application, and operationalization of SHRD amongst diverse organizations 

across the globe (Mitsakis, 2017; Mitsakis & Aravopoulou, 2016).  

Evidently, the notion of SHRD maturity is at a crossroads. Thus, a modified SHRD 

framework with an enhanced set of strategic components is proposed. Specific pointers of 

SHRD maturity (table 2) complement this new cluster of strategic criteria to enable HRD 

scholars and practitioners to operationalize and test the framework within challenging contexts, 

such as the global economic crisis or Brexit to better assess SHRD maturity. The modified 

SHRD framework further argues for the consideration of all of the micro- and macro-contextual 

factors that could simultaneously be at play and affect SHRD maturity. This suggestion could 

be addressed by the ‘environmentally integrated HRD strategies, plans, and policies’ 

proposition, a suggestion that is missing from most existing SHRD models. Therefore, future 

research would benefit from applying and testing the modified SHRD framework in different 

national, industrial, and environmental to make new suggestions. With all that said, the 
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following section will discuss the enhanced set of strategic criteria offered by the modified 

SHRD framework. 

 

SHRD maturity at a crossroads: towards a modified cluster of strategic 

components 

The modified SHRD framework (figure 3) builds upon and enhances the work of the most cited 

and most comprehensive SHRD model within the literature, that of McCracken and Wallace 

(2000a, 2000b). The modified SHRD framework proposes an enhanced set of eight strategic 

characteristics as components of SHRD maturity. The following paragraphs will describe all of 

the new propositions made by the modified SHRD framework in brief, before moving on to 

discuss each one in more detail in respective sub-sections. 

 
Figure 3: A modified framework to assess SHRD maturity. 
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As a distinctive strategic criterion, the modified SHRD framework suggests that 

‘environmentally integrated’ HRD strategies, plans, and policies should be in place to allow 

consideration of various micro- and macro-contextual factors (internal and external 

environments) that can simultaneously constrain or facilitate SHRD maturity in organizations. 

Therefore, it moves beyond a narrow focus on establishing either vertical or horizontal 

integration by suggesting that multi-dimensional integration could be attained instead, which 

could offer a better evaluation of the continually changing business and economic 

environments. 

Furthermore, it embraces employees’ voices within some of its strategic components to 

address a relevant gap that featured in most existing SHRD models. Therefore, rather than 

environmental scanning being conducting by senior managers only (Garavan, 1991; 

McCracken & Wallace, 2000a, 2000b), the inclusion of line managers and employees is 

suggested instead as both stakeholder groups could offer insightful suggestions about this 

particular process. In line with this suggestion, the formation of strategic partnerships with key 

organizational stakeholders (top management, line managers, and employees) is also offered 

by the modified SHRD framework, rather than solely forming these with line managers 

(Garavan, 1991; McCracken & Wallace, 2000a, 2000b). The modified SHRD framework 

suggests that all stakeholders should have a voice, and that could only happen by considering 

them as equal business partners, thus forming strategic partnerships with them. 

A mature organization, in HRD terms, will also move beyond merely having clear HRD 

strategies, plans, and policies that align with corporate objectives (Garavan, 1991; McCracken 

& Wallace, 2000a, 2000b). Instead, it will feature ‘environmentally integrated HRD strategies, 

plans, and policies’ through multidimensional integration (e.g., vertical, horizontal, internal, 

external) to make HRD the axis of the organizational life. 

Furthermore, instead of focusing on performative outcomes through a cost-effective 
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evaluation of the HRD practices, the modified SHRD framework argues that the maturity of 

HRD could be strengthened through a strategic-oriented evaluation within which strategic 

outcomes, of both performative and humanitarian nature, are also expected to emerge. By 

placing a strategic focus on all of its aspects, HRD could enhance its strategic position within 

the business and eventually be regarded as an equal strategic business partner. 

Finally, in order to address the limitation that accompanies the ‘scale of maturity’ 

(volume/intensity of training) proposition made by Lee (1996b), and to enhance the SHRD 

maturity definition provided by McCracken and Wallace (2000a, 2000b), the term is re-defined 

as “the presence of strong or weak evidence of the suggested strategic criteria, and of their 

respective pointers”. 

Having considered the new suggestions of the modified SHRD framework, in brief, the 

following sub-sections will discuss all strategic characteristics in more detail to highlight how 

these could inform the HRD literature and practice. 

 

‘Environmentally integrated’ HRD strategies, plans, and policies. 

Various micro- and macro-environmental forces can create turbulence in the business world 

faster than organizations can become strategically oriented (Fiksel, 2015; Bardoel et al., 2014; 

O’Donovan & Rimland-Flower, 2013). With that in mind, strategically focused organizations 

are expected to perform at higher levels even when environmental pressures escalate, threats 

ascend, and uncertainty intensifies (Boin & Van Eaten, 2013). However, such an organizational 

capacity could be controversial to the extent that this is the outcome of a strategically designed 

business process or just the result of improvisation/pure luck (ibid). A recent survey conducted 

by Garavan et al. (2016) argued that the biggest challenge for SHRD is to offer those 

interventions that will result in the creation of new dynamic capabilities or the enhancement of 

existing ones and will eventually help organizations respond to environmental changes 
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effectively. In line with this suggestion, the ‘environmentally integrated’ HRD strategies, 

plans, and policies proposition of the modified SHRD framework could lead to the desired 

outcomes suggested above. 

Featuring ‘environmentally integrated’ HRD strategies, plans, and policies can allow 

organizations to establish a better fit with their internal and external environments, to reduce 

operational risk through increasing their sensitivity against on-going change, and to enhance 

their operational excellence and competitive advantage (Chen et al., 2015; Paille et al., 2014; 

Torugsa et al., 2013; Vogel & Guttel, 2013; Vidal-Salazar et al., 2012). Many organizations 

fail to respond and adjust to fast-changing business and economic environments, resulting in 

lower competitiveness and reduced support from their stakeholders (Ulrich & Dulebohn, 2015; 

Marchington, 2015; Gunnigle et al., 2013). Therefore, organizations need to adopt long-

term/proactive HRD strategies to address future challenges successfully, which can only 

happen if a strategic/multidimensional integration is in place through ‘environmentally 

integrated’ HRD strategies, plans, and policies. In addition, proactive HRD investments could 

enhance individuals’ capabilities and performance, as well as the organizational competitive 

advantage, through the creation of a supportive learning environment (Bardoel et al., 2014; 

Jiang et al., 2012; Felstead et al., 2012a; 2012b; Sthapit, 2010; Avey et al., 2011; Avey et al., 

2010). 

Overall, the modified SHRD framework suggests the adoption of ‘environmentally 

integrated’ HRD strategies, plans, and policies under both an exploitation (short-term) and 

exploration (long-term) orientation. The framework further suggests that multi-dimensional 

integration could also strengthen the resilience and sustainability of HRD. It could also allow 

organizations to maintain a regular fit with the latest developments occurring within both 

environmental contexts. Although some may argue that such an ability is part of an 

organization’s reactive response (thus, there is no real need for specific strategic components), 
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the modified SHRD framework argues that there is a strong interrelation between the strategic 

characteristics without amplifying one at the exclusion of the other (even if the emphasis placed 

on each one may vary over time). 

Since research is nascent in testing SHRD models within dynamic environmental contexts, 

this specific strategic component of HRD could prove valuable to HRD executives in 

enhancing their strategies, plans, and policies. It could also allow organizations to change at 

relatively short notice and at a low cost, whilst also developing and applying dynamic strategic 

moves in response to emerging opportunities and developing trends (Jamrog et al., 2006). 

Having that element secured, coupled with evidence for the rest of the strategic criteria 

proposed, SHRD will move closer to a mature state and eventually is expected to attain a 

strategic business-partnering role. Thus, ‘environmental scanning, in HRD terms, through the 

inclusion of senior managers, line managers, and employees’ is also essential for enhancing 

the strategic embeddedness of HRD in organizations. 

 

Environmental scanning, in HRD terms, through the inclusion of senior 

managers, line managers (LMs), and employees 

The interplay of several factors (i.e., socio-cultural, technological, environmental, economic, 

political, legal) can, either directly or indirectly, influence organizational processes and SHRD 

maturity. Grant (2015) argued that organizational capacity (including HRD capacity) to address 

the impact of those factors could be a predictor of business success. 

Therefore, environmental scanning of both the internal and external environments is 

essential. Organizations should always identify their strengths and weaknesses by assessing the 

former, as well as addressing opportunities and threats from the latter (Coombs, 2014). Having 

acknowledged that environmental scanning is essential, most SHRD models suggest that only 

senior managers should conduct relevant activities, with some others neglecting this 
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proposition. However, insightful suggestions could also come from other key organizational 

stakeholders (e.g., line managers, employees), a proposition made by the respective strategic 

criterion of the modified SHRD framework. 

According to David (2016), the most critical factor for expanding organizational attention 

to HRD is its reaction to environmental challenges. The author further argues that staying up-

to-date with ongoing change could enable HRD professionals to re-organize their objectives 

more easily to meet new environmental requirements (ibid). Moreover, Buller and McEvoy 

(2012) argued that relevant processes allow organizations to match environmental challenges 

with their human capital capabilities to achieve a competitive advantage. Therefore, the 

modified SHRD framework suggests that organizational awareness of both micro- and macro-

environmental contexts can increase their attention to SHRD. 

However, conversely to environmental scanning being conducted only by senior managers 

(McCracken & Wallace, 2000a, 2000b), the modified SHRD framework argues for the 

inclusion of other key organizational stakeholders (e.g., line managers, employees) to allow 

consideration of their perspectives, which could add value to the successful execution and 

outcomes of a relevant process. This could allow organizations to reach better decisions 

through their stakeholders’ insightful contributions. Research evidence on LMs and employee 

involvement outlines the importance of their ‘voices’ being heard in organizations in all aspects 

of management practice, either through substantive or consultative roles (Grant, 2015; 

Morrison, 2014; Tangirala et al., 2013). In addition, the importance of a committed and 

engaged workforce (through their greater involvement) is central to enhancing organizational 

capabilities for successfully addressing environmental uncertainty and complexity (Fiksel, 

2015). Thus, by having these stakeholders (or even more) involved, some organizations or 

industries are identified as being more successful in handling organizational and environmental 

shocks than others (Herd & Alagaraja, 2016). These propositions are ignored in most existing 
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SHRD models, whilst the modified SHRD framework addresses this gap through its respective 

strategic component. 

Therefore, the modified SHRD framework enhances the proposition made by McCracken 

and Wallace (2000a: 286) for conducting “environmental scanning by senior management in 

HRD terms” through the inclusion of LMs and employees as well, as both could offer useful 

insights and recommendations while implementing relevant scanning activities. Having 

attained those two strategic characteristics already discussed, an equally weighted strategic 

component of SHRD maturity relates to the ability of HRD to shape organizational missions 

and goals. 

 

Shape organizational missions and goals 

Vertical or horizontal integration is vital (as suggested from most SHRD models), yet that could 

also imply a responsive and reactive role for HRD regarding its ability to help organizations 

execute their corporate strategies. Instead, SHRD must be the axis of organizational life to 

enable organizations to grow and change (Sthapit, 2010). This proposition could offer an 

indication of a more strategic-oriented HRD approach. 

Especially for organizations where innovation and change are crucial, HRD is expected to 

play a more influential role, rather than merely being transactional and supportive (Sung & 

Choi, 2013). In line with this proposition, the modified SHRD framework suggests that, in an 

ideal situation, HRD strategies and policies could drive and shape business goals to achieve 

the desired outcomes. For that to happen, multidimensional integration (vertical, horizontal, 

internal, and external) is required, a suggestion offered by the modified SHRD framework. 

Moreover, HRD would be able to influence organizational missions and goals if a strategic 

business partnering roles are also present, a core proposition of the modified SHRD framework. 
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Concerning this specific strategic criterion, vertical integration (HRD effectiveness) can be 

evidenced through its ability to shape and influence business missions and goals. Therefore, it 

is HRD executives’ responsibility to foresee any unfavorable business condition as an 

opportunity to demonstrate their value proposition by informing the formulation of the business 

strategy. Respectively, horizontal integration (HRD efficiency) suggests that HRD forms a 

strategic partnership with HRM to be seen as the same, and eventually to have a more 

significant impact on the achievement of the corporate strategies and objectives. External 

integration (through environmentally integrated HRD strategies, plans, and policies) could 

enhance the sustainability/resilience of HRD, while internal integration (HRD acceptance) 

could allow HRD to promote its strategic business-partnering role within the business. Each 

type of integration relates to a respective strategic criterion of the modified SHRD framework 

to collectively enhance SHRD maturity. Thus, an integrated system could allow SHRD to 

shape, influence, and be affected by corporate strategy subsequently. This reciprocal 

relationship is also expected to strengthen the strategic positioning of HRD, as well as to lead 

to organizational competitive advantage. 

However, alignment between HRD and corporate strategy can easily be questioned as quite 

often it is complex and sometimes difficult to achieve (Anderson, 2009). It is complex indeed, 

yet the ability of HRD to shape organizational missions and goals (through multidimensional 

integration) could enhance its strategic outlook. Thus, future research would benefit from 

examining and evaluating whether such strategic alignment can be attained and whether HRD 

practices and policies can shape business mission and goals within challenging and dynamic 

contexts, such as those of an economic crisis or Brexit. Therefore, all strategic propositions of 

the modified SHRD framework could be applied by researchers to test their applicability and 

suitability for SHRD maturity under dynamic periods of change, which could result in 

theoretical and practical implications for the HRD field. 
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For this to happen, a strategic partnership with key organizational stakeholders is also 

required, so that all stakeholder groups could make substantial contributions by offering their 

insights. 

 

Strategic partnerships with key organizational stakeholders (Senior 

Management, Line Managers, Employees) 

Building strategic partnerships with key stakeholders could enable a knowledge and 

information exchange process, which could assist organizations in adjusting better to new 

business realities and enhance organizational competitiveness through better ideas generation, 

creativity, and innovation (Beer et al., 2015; Alagaraja, 2013a; Gibb, 2011; Anderson, 2009). 

Top management’s support is essential, as well as the involvement of HRD professionals, when 

setting business strategy. However, employees’ input could also prove valuable (offering 

insights from a different perspective), a proposition that is missing from existing SHRD 

models. Having attained all these strategic partnerships, it could allow HRD executives to 

better demonstrate their value proposition through well-informed suggestions and initiatives 

based on vital information provided by key stakeholders (MacKenzie et al., 2014, 2012; 

Shanaham et al., 2009; Phillips et al., 2007). 

The modified SHRD framework suggests that in addition to building a strategic partnership 

with senior management, strategic alliances with line managers (LMs) and employees could 

also be built. McCracken and McIvor (2013) outlined a positive perception of the effectiveness 

of SHRD when more stakeholders are involved in decision-making. Therefore, LMs’ 

commitment and involvement (as key organizational stakeholders) are necessary for SHRD in 

identifying business needs to achieve bottom-line goals (Townsend & Loudoun, 2015; 

Brewster et al., 2015; Bos-Nehles et al., 2013; Alagaraja, 2013b; Wilson, 2012). The 

decentralization of HRD to the line is highly welcomed to allow HRD executives to concentrate 
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more on strategic and long-term aspects of their work (Evans, 2015; Gooderham et al., 2015). 

Therefore, HRD executives should offer their ordinal support to LMs while analyzing 

performance problems, identifying training needs, and delivering training activities to 

collectively create value for the organization because of their mutual relationship/strategic 

partnership (Anderson, 2009). However, LMs’ ability to deliver HRD initiatives is highly 

disputed owing to their high workload and other work-related pressures, as well as their lack 

of expertise in undertaking HR responsibilities (Op de Beeck et al., 2015; Bainbridge, 2015; 

Ryu & Kim, 2013; Hutchinson & Purcell, 2008). 

With that in mind, the modified SHRD framework suggests that establishing a strategic 

partnership between LMs and the HRD executives could ensure that the former will acquire 

the desired competencies through relevant training (Alfes et al., 2013; Boxall & Purcell, 2011). 

Having secured LMs’ involvement and commitment, HRD activities could fully align at all 

levels (tactical, operational, and strategic) (Alagaraja, 2013b; Ford et al., 2008; Hutchinson & 

Purcell, 2007). LMs could offer useful insights about HRD practices as being closest to 

employees, but also to benefit from their participation in relevant activities. Respectively, HRD 

executives could focus more on strategic and long-term aspects of their work by devolving 

HRD responsibilities to the line. 

In addition to focusing on senior management and LMs, HRD executives also need to 

remain sensitive to their employees’ needs, as the latter possess the physical, social, and 

intellectual capabilities to influence organizational attitudes, behaviors, motives, and beliefs 

(Cording et al., 2014; Alagaraja, 2013a; Greenwood & Anderson, 2009; Stewart, 2008). By 

strategically partnering with employees, HRD executives and LMs could evaluate their needs 

better, and could thus illustrate their common efforts in building mutual trust between the 

management team and the workforce (Greenwood, 2007; Crane & Matten, 2007). Regardless 

of how employees act (e.g., for their employer’s interest or their own), working under the same 
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objectives will favor everyone. Following relevant suggestions on the importance of 

“employees’ line of sight” (e.g., increased organizational performance, climate and 

commitment – Robson & Mavin, 2014; Dundon et al., 2004; employee satisfaction and 

industrial citizenship and high performance work systems – Ivars & Martinez, 2015; Kehoe & 

Wright, 2013; contribution to decision making processes and overall business success – 

Armstrong & Taylor, 2014; Robson & Mavin, 2014; Bennett, 2010), the modified SHRD 

framework argues that establishing a strategic partnership between HRD executives and 

employees could only have a positive impact on the business. Such strategic collaborations 

could allow HRD executives to ensure that both their department and each of their stakeholders 

act to the benefit of all, and thus collectively contribute to organizational success (Holtbrugge 

et al., 2007; Chan et al., 2006), which could further result in enhancing HRD’s credibility and 

maturity. 

None of the existing models (nor that of McCracken & Wallace) suggest a strategic 

partnership with employees. Therefore, the modified SHRD framework, rather than solely 

relying on top management support and leadership, argues for the necessity of building 

strategic partnerships with senior managers and LMs, as well as encouraging the buy-in of 

employees to get the utmost from everyone’s active involvement. Besides those partnerships, 

HRD should also work in synergy with HRM to allow them to be seen as one, and thus to 

collectively enhance the strategic positioning of the HR function in organizations. 

 

Strategic partnership with HRM 

HRD can work in parallel and in synergy with HRM so that all HR initiatives can be seen as 

the same, eventually having a more significant impact on the achievement of the corporate 

strategies and objectives (McCracken & Wallace, 2000a). Such a strategic partnership could 

prove helpful in enhancing HRD’s strategic outlook by keeping a balance between its 
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developmental and administrative services (Peterson, 2008; Wasti et al., 2008). A synergy 

between HRM and HRD could offer an indication of SHRD maturity following all the 

associated benefits. Attaining horizontal alignment of HRD and HRM could ensure the 

convergence of their strategic objectives to collectively contribute to business success through 

demonstrating their value proposition and risk reduction capacity, especially during periods of 

constant change, complexity, and uncertainty. 

Taking that into consideration, the modified SHRD framework fully embraces the 

proposition offered by McCracken and Wallace (2000a; 2000b) by further suggesting that such 

a strategic partnership can be attained both through functional and process-based integration, 

both of which focus on the quality and delivery of HRD initiatives, and eventually can enhance 

SHRD maturity. To secure all the above, HRD executives need to undertake an extensive role, 

moving beyond that of the trainer that was suggested by most SHRD models. 

 

Extensive role of HRD executives 

Existing SHRD models call for HRD professionals to undertake the role of the trainer. 

However, for them to make a substantial strategic contribution to organizations, they also need 

to undertake the role of the facilitator of learning (“offer the appropriate instructional methods 

and techniques so to facilitate the learning experience of their trainees” – Werner & 

DeSimone, 2012: 19). Further to those roles, HRD professionals should also be change agents 

(“advise management in the design and implementation of change strategies used in 

transforming organizations, along with helping individuals to change and adapt to new 

business realities” – ibid: 20). For HRD executives to successfully undertake all roles, 

leadership skills are essential to allow them to successfully drive and promote individual and 

organizational change (McGuire, 2014; McGuire & Garavan, 2013; Monks et al., 2013). 
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Taking all into consideration, the modified SHRD framework suggests an extensive role for 

HRD executives instead of solely that of a trainer. It argues for their ability to identify training 

and learning needs, to develop the most appropriate HRD interventions to address these needs, 

and to establish a learning environment that is conducive to sharing and exchanging valuable 

information and knowledge. By undertaking the role of ‘change agent,’ they can be viewed as 

strategic advisors offering their constant consultation on HRD matters relating to the 

formulation of business strategy and performance expectations. As ‘consultants,’ they accept 

a wide range of responsibilities, each of which aims at maximizing the effectiveness of their 

interventions: to improve communication; to enhance client relationships and support 

stakeholders’ expectations; to improve individual and business performance; and to enhance 

organizational culture. 

Within complex and dynamic business and economic environments, an extensive role for 

HRD executives is essential to ensure business survival and growth. Eventually, they need to 

become proactive, and thus to set rather than follow trends. The outcome of espousing such an 

extensive role would enable them to position themselves strategically, and their respective 

departments, within the board of directors of their organizations, and in return to contribute to 

the maturity of their HRD practices. Further to these roles, HRD executives also need to have 

the strategic ability to shape and influence business culture and climate through their HRD 

interventions. 

 

Strategic ability to shape and influence business culture and climate 

Organizational effectiveness goes hand in hand with the construction of an adaptive culture 

(“evolution of organizational culture due to consistent environmental change” – French et al., 

2015: 390) within which organizations, and their members, can increase their flexibility and 

resilience to facilitate change (Griswold, 2008; Tseng & McLean, 2008; Jones et al., 2005). 
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HRD executives need to circulate the organizational cultural values to enhance cultural 

awareness of all organizational members, as well as to facilitate a process of cultural change 

when that is required (Stevens, 2013). Along with business culture, the organizational climate 

(“employees’ shared perceptions or experiences of the policies, practices, and procedures of 

their workplace” – Zhang & Liu, 2010: 190) also needs to be considered. Furthermore, within 

every organizational climate, the HRD climate also exists (“employees’ perceptions of the 

availability and effectiveness of the T&D opportunities within the organization” – 

Srimannarayana, 2007: 2), which can contribute to organizational and workforce well-being 

and self-renewal through a wide range of learning and developmental opportunities. 

The modified SHRD framework suggests that HRD should hold the strategic ability to shape 

and influence organizational culture beyond simply recognizing and responding to it (existing 

SHRD models’ propositions). Especially during business and economic uncertainty and 

complexity, being able to shape and influence the business culture and climate by enhancing a 

learning mentality within the organization could also facilitate change as well as helping both 

individuals and organizations respond effectively to the demanding nature of their business and 

economic environments (Das, 2012). 

However, to be able to shape and influence business culture and climate, HRD executives 

need to undertake an extensive role in working towards the development of a supportive 

environment within which continuous learning and developmental opportunities could promote 

organizational competitiveness and success. The credibility and strategic outlook of HRD will 

also be enhanced. Evidently, a close interrelation of the proposed strategic characteristics could 

contribute to SHRD maturity. Thus, part of HRD executives’ role is also to conduct a strategic 

evaluation of their HRD offerings to allow both short- and long-term results to emerge. 
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Emphasis on strategic HRD evaluation 

The evaluation of all HRD initiatives is a crucial component of SHRD maturity as a critical 

element in enhancing its credibility, as well as being a mechanism to indicate the path of 

transforming training into HRD and accordingly to SHRD in organizations (Rao, 2014; Walton 

& Valentin, 2014). For HRD to become strategic, it should continuously demonstrate how its 

investments could pay off through the associated benefits for the organization, all stakeholder 

groups, and society (Giangreco et al., 2010). 

Existing SHRD models either lack the appropriate feedback and evaluation mechanism to 

measure the effectiveness of HRD or focus solely on trainees’ reactions to the learning 

experience offered. Their evaluation suggestions mainly focus on either short-term financial 

results or cost-effectiveness, rather than assessing long-term strategic outcomes. Thus, HRD 

should move beyond a cost-effective and short-oriented evaluation to a more 

proactive/strategic approach through which both performative and humanitarian outcomes will 

emerge. That would also allow HRD to enhance its strategic outlook and positioning within 

the organization. 

In contrast, the modified SHRD framework argues for a strategic HRD evaluation to take 

place instead by focusing more on long-term results (e.g., behavioral and organizational 

change, training’s return on investment, societal outcomes) as an additional indicator of SHRD 

maturity. 

 

SHRD maturity at a crossroads: concluding remarks 

Having discussed all the strategic components of the modified SHRD framework, the author 

of this paper welcomes future research to apply and test the modified SHRD framework under 

volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) business environments (Li, 2016; 

Anderson et al., 2014). This would allow both scholars and practitioners to examine the 
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strategic embeddedness of HRD (SHRD maturity) better within the constantly changing 

business and environmental landscapes, as well as to re-define the term. It would also help 

them to identify the potential problems and limitations of putting SHRD aspirations into 

practice under turbulent business and economic periods, and eventually to offer insightful 

suggestions (both theoretical and practical) on how HRD could enhance its strategic outlook 

and maturity in challenging times. 

To further support the enhanced set of strategic components of the modified SHRD 

framework, the author also developed specific pointers of SHRD maturity for each one of these 

(table 2), which are discussed in more detail in the following section. 

 

Pointers of SHRD Maturity 

The enhanced cluster of strategic criteria that the modified SHRD framework suggests provides 

a way of exploring perspectives on the maturity of SHRD in organizations. The modified 

SHRD framework embraces McCracken and Wallace’s (2000a: 432) suggestion that “all 

characteristics are important in their own right, but they are also interrelated. If one or more 

is absent or weak, then this could significantly undermine the development of SHRD, because 

the links with other characteristics would also be weakened”. Instead, new strategic pointers 

(table 2) suggest a way to better assess SHRD maturity in an attempt to enhance Lee’s (1996b) 

idea of creating a scale of SHRD maturity. The strategic pointers (critical elements for each 

strategic proposition) complement the strategic components of the modified SHRD framework 

to offer a better evaluation of SHRD maturity. Therefore, two potential states of SHRD 

maturity can be identified, namely the mature and the immature state. Overall, the strategic 

embeddedness of HRD can be evaluated through weak or strong evidence on all strategic 

criteria, and their strategic pointers. 
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Table 2: Pointers of SHRD maturity  
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Strong evidence of the right-sided pointers of the table indicates a mature organization, in 

HRD terms, while the opposite occurs when the left-sided pointers of the table are present. For 

instance, concerning ‘environmentally integrated’ HRD strategies, plans, and policies, a mature 

state could mostly be evidenced through proactive HRD plans. Such practices could help 

organizations reduce operational risk, as well as increase their sensitivity against on-going 

change and economic uncertainty. By employing several scanning techniques (e.g., PESTLE 

and SWOT analysis, HR metrics, and employee surveys), organizations can constantly analyze 

their internal and external environments to ensure a good fit with the latest developments and 

changes occurring in both. Furthermore, a mature organization would also be able to change 

its strategies and practices at relatively short notice and low cost, while also developing and 

applying dynamic strategic moves to respond to emerging opportunities and developing trends. 

It is also expected that a strategic alignment between HRD and corporate objectives would 

exist under a long-term perspective (beyond their short-term orientation). For all that to happen, 

senior management’s support is considered crucial. Having secured all these elements, a 

classification closer to the ‘mature’ state could be attained. However, when the left-sided 

pointers of the table are present, SHRD tends to move towards an immature state. In such a 

case, little-to-no scanning activities are undertaken, and HRD–business plans are mainly short-

term oriented. The support of senior managers is also lacking. 

It is of equal importance to form strategic partnerships between the HRD executives and the 

LMs and the employees. In a mature state, HRD responsibilities are devolved to the line, while 

employees have a say in relevant HRD concerns. On the other hand, limited or a total lack of 

strategic partnering with key stakeholders could offer an indication of an immature 

organization for the particular strategic criterion. Finally, emphasis on strategic HRD 

evaluation is a prerequisite of SHRD maturity. Mature organizations are expected to focus 

more on long-term strategic outcomes, through which short-term results could also emerge. 
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Therefore, individual and organizational change will be at the forefront, rather than solely 

assessing employees’ reactions to training (immature). In a similar vein, mature organizations 

are expected to go beyond cost-effective evaluation (short-term orientation) by paying greater 

attention to the business results that can ensure their long-term viability. In contrast, immature 

organizations will mostly focus on their survival without planning for a business upturn and 

long-term prosperity. Respectively, mature and immature pointers relate to all strategic 

components of the modified SHRD framework. 

Having suggested a modified cluster of strategic criteria to address the limitations of existing 

SHRD models, the strategic pointers enhance Lee’s (1996b) scale of SHRD maturity. Future 

research would benefit in assessing the strategic embeddedness of HRD (SHRD maturity) by 

applying both to identify the change and constraints of SHRD within dynamic periods of 

change, as well as in times of business and economic uncertainty. Both theoretical and practical 

implications could be offered to elevate academic knowledge and business practice, 

respectively. 

 

Implications for SHRD maturity research and practice, and directions for 

future research 

This integrative literature review and the development of a modified SHRD framework offer 

both theoretical and practical implications to HRD scholars and practitioners on how to assess 

the strategic embeddedness of HRD (SHRD maturity) within their research and organizational 

contexts, respectively. An integrative literature review on SHRD maturity was nascent; hence, 

the suggestions offered in this paper address a respective gap within the literature. Although 

much of the suggested propositions in this paper are well documented within the HRM 

literature, most of them are not found in the respective SHRD maturity literature. 
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Research scholars could apply and test the modified SHRD framework, and its strategic 

pointers, to those industrial, national, and environmental contexts of their choice to examine 

its applicability, and thus to advance it through their suggestions. Following the evolving nature 

of the HRD/SHRD concepts, future research would benefit from such application and testing 

to enhance the notion of the SHRD maturity further, and thus to contribute to the respective 

literature. This integrative literature review could represent the starting point for HRD scholars 

to examine how organizations could strengthen the resilience of their HRD practices and 

whether this relates to SHRD maturity. Future research could also examine the enablers and 

barriers to promoting HRD resilience and maturity. 

The paper further demonstrates that neither environmental contexts nor employees’ voices 

should be ignored when assessing SHRD maturity in organizations, amongst other 

propositions. Therefore, to no small extent, the paper adds to the academic knowledge by 

highlighting the limitations of putting SHRD aspirations into practice in times of business and 

economic uncertainty and complexity. 

Finally, the application and testing of the modified SHRD framework through a longitudinal 

study and by adopting a multi-constituent research perspective (e.g., examining all 

stakeholders' perceptions of SHRD maturity) could offer more profound insights, as well as 

additional suggestions on how to improve the SHRD framework and its strategic pointers for 

future use. All of these will eventually contribute to the SHRD literature through advancing all 

related terms. 

The paper further offers new insights into how HRD professionals could enhance the 

strategic embeddedness of their HRD practices. All strategic criteria of the modified SHRD 

framework could inform HRD practitioners on how they could assess their HRD interventions, 

and whether these are moving towards a strategic direction. HRD practitioners could use them 

as a measurement scale/tool, along with the respective pointers of SHRD maturity. For 
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instance, the multi-dimensional integration that was suggested earlier (through the 

environmentally integrated HRD strategies, plans, and policies strategic criterion) could allow 

them to remain sensitive to micro- and macro-environmental changes by designing the most 

appropriate HRD interventions to address the many challenges that could be associated with 

both. Such multi-dimensional integration could also enhance HRD professionals’ strategic 

value proposition and risk reduction capacity (strategic outlook) by placing them ahead of their 

competitors as it implies a proactive approach to environmental scanning. 

Besides, HRD practitioners should also welcome their employees’ contributions through 

building strategic partnerships with them. HRD professionals should realize that all 

organizational stakeholders can contribute to organizational sustainability and efficiency 

through their inputs, a suggestion that is not shared amongst all HRD practitioners but that 

could make a substantial difference. The ‘strategic HRD evaluation process’ proposition of the 

modified SHRD framework can also help HRD practitioners to better demonstrate the return 

on investment of their HRD interventions 

Overall, HRD practitioners could benefit from applying the modified SHRD framework, 

and all other suggestions provided by future research, to better understand how HRD reacts to 

external forces, such as those of a global economic crisis and Brexit, and to respectively design 

HRD interventions to tackle future challenges.  

Certainly, HRD scholars and practitioners share similar concerns regarding the 

‘strategicness’ of HRD in organizations. Thus, this paper can bridge the gap between theory 

and practice through its propositions, following Korte and Mercurio’s (2017) suggestion of 

being pragmatic while challenging HRD assumptions, helping the HRD field to become more 

mature while solving organizational problems that relate with internal or external 

environmental challenges.    
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Conclusion 

This integrative literature review critically discussed the concept of SHRD maturity. A review 

and critique of existing SHRD models was offered by acknowledging their strengths and 

weaknesses. The review of the relevant literature highlighted the gaps within the respective 

SHRD models (e.g., models are assessed in stable business and economic environments, thus 

do not reflect the dynamic nature of the contemporary world; lack of employees’ voices; 

performative or humanitarian focus). Therefore, the paper extends a large amount of knowledge 

around SHRD maturity by offering a better understanding through its critical stance, as well as 

through identifying existing limitations and offering new insights. 

The author of this paper proposes a modified SHRD framework for exploring SHRD 

maturity. New pointers of SHRD maturity are also provided to enhance previous suggestions 

about the scale of SHRD maturity. The modified SHRD framework suggests an enhanced set 

of strategic criteria, which indicate the components of SHRD maturity. Future research could 

test its propositions in any industrial and national context and through a comparative study to 

allow a deeper understanding of SHRD maturity. Eventually, the author of this paper calls for 

future research to re-consider the concept of SHRD maturity under the challenging context of 

business and economic complexity and uncertainty (e.g., Brexit). The proposed SHRD 

framework could be extended in various ways, from adding new strategic components to 

considering various factors that could either inhibit or expedite SHRD maturity. 

Future research would also benefit from a multi-stakeholder approach to assess SHRD 

maturity to identify how different stakeholders can understand and operationalize SHRD 

differently (or not) within organizations. Future research (by applying the modified SHRD 

framework) could offer further managerial implications to HRD executives by highlighting the 

aspirational versus the real role of SHRD in organizations, as well as leveraging SHRD 

maturity literature with further suggestions. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Appendix 1. Review of publications referring to SHRD maturity and SHRD models 
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Appendix 1. (Continued) 
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Appendix 1. (Continued) 
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Appendix 1. (Continued) 

 

 


